PROGRAM ADDENDA  
(last update: August 5, 2014)

I. TIME AND LOCATION CHANGES

**Friday, August 1st**  

Session 416: “International Management Walking Tour” rescheduled from Saturday afternoon to Friday at 3pm-4:30pm.

**Saturday, August 2nd**  
Session 180: “Getting out of the Hotels: Words and Actions in Philadelphia” time changed to 1:30pm-5:30pm.

Session 332: “Professional Doctorate Programs: Sharing Success Stories and Secrets” time changed from 12pm-3pm to 12pm-2pm.

Session 424: “DBAs Critical Success Factors: Spanning Research and Practice” time and location changed from PCC room 119B at 3:15pm-5:15pm to PCC room 117 at 2:15pm-5:15pm.

**Sunday, August 3rd**  
Session 661: “What are We Talking About? Words, Meanings, and Organizing” time changed from 2:45pm-4:15pm to 1pm-2:30pm.

Session 683: “Network of Leadership Scholars (NLS) Member Meeting” time changed from 3pm-4pm to 3:15pm-4:15pm.

Session 780: “MC Members & Friends Dinner: Terry Armstrong Speaker” time changed from 7:30pm-9:30pm to 7pm-9:30pm and location is Union League.

Session 1984: “Duke Strategy Working Meeting” is located at the SHR, Salon 5 on Sunday, August 3rd, from 8:30am-10:30am.

**Monday, August 4th**  
Session 499: “TIM Breakfast” moved from Sunday in room 126B to Monday at the PCC room 102A.

Session 779: “University of Michigan Ross School of Business Alumni Reception” moved from Sunday, August 3rd at the SHR Hotel to Monday, August 4th, Grand Ballroom Salon G in the MAR.

Session 884: TIM paper session “Contested Meanings in Institutional Processes: Four Perspectives” moved from PCC 104B from at 8:00am-9:30am to PCC 103B at 1:15pm-2:45pm.

Session 899: TIM Paper session “Technology Use and Adoption” room changed from PCC 102A to PCC 204A.


Session 1070: “Status, Reputation and Legitimacy: Multiple Perspectives” room changed from 202A to 201C.

Session 1163: “Political Action and Political Processes” room changed from 202A to 201C.
Session 1240: “Words, Presence, and Self-Compassion: Researching the Impact of Mindfulness at Work” location changed from LWS Adams to LWS Commonwealth B.

Session 1272: “Virtual Collective Production: Questions, Pitfalls and Possibilities” room changed from 202A to 201C.

Session 1380: “Speaking of Language: Research into the Central Role of Language in Organizational Processes” room changed from 202A to 201C.

Session 1420: “OCIS Reception and Social Event” time changed from 7:30pm-10:30pm to 7:30pm -9:30pm.

Tuesday, August 5th
Room changed from MAR 301 to MAR Independence Ballroom I for the following sessions:
Session 1502: "Perceptions of Leadership"
Session 1606: "Leadership Processes, Perceptions, and Effectiveness"
Session 1719: "Making Sense of Leadership Theories: Pruning, Refining and Extending"
Session 1822: "A Multi-Faceted View of Leadership Effectiveness"
Session 1914: "Leadership Behaviors and Contingencies: Context and Individual Differences in Leadership"

Room changed from MAR 301 to MAR Independence Ballroom I for the following sessions:
Session 1503: "Authenticity in the Workplace: Highlighting Costs and Bridging Conceptualizations."
Session 1616: "Do High-Powered Incentives for Knowledge and Creative Workers Work?"
Session 1720: "Learning Through Others: Relational Approach to Organizational Learning"
Session 1823: "Studying Types of Commitment and their Effects"
Session 1915: "Crossing the Cultures: Behaviors, Attitudes, and Values"

Room changed from MAR 301 to MAR Independence Ballroom I for the following sessions:
Session 1504: "Environmental Influences on Negative Workplace Behavior"
Session 1607: "Examining Unproductive Workplace Behavior"
Session 1721: "Misconduct in the Workplace: Crossing the Organizational Levels"
Session 1824: "Being Bad at Work: New Predictors of Unethical Behaviors"
Session 1921: "Kindhearted Reactions to the Offenses of Others: Understanding the Power of Words"

II. SESSION ADDITIONS

Saturday, August 2nd
Session 1979: “International Journal of Human Resource Management - Editorial Board Meeting” will be held at the LWS in room Regency Ballroom C2 from 5:00pm-7:00pm.

Session 1994: “OB Division International Committee” will be held at the MAR in room 301 from 4:00pm-6:00pm.

Session 1995: “Chinese-themed Reception organized by Nottingham University Business School China” will be held at the MAR in room Grand Ballroom Salon G from 8:00pm-10:00pm.

Session 1997: “BAM Members Reception Drinks” will be held at the SHR in room Freedom H from 6:00pm-8:30pm.

Sunday, August 3rd
Session 1961: “On Publishing Interesting Papers: A Model” will be held at the LWS in room Anthony Room from 1:00pm-3:00pm.

Session 1962: “Georgia Tech Reception” will be held at the MAR in room Independence Ballroom III from 5:00pm-7:00pm.

Session 1963: “IFERA reception for Scholars Interested in the Field of Family Business” will be held at the MAR in room Grand Ballroom Salon L from 6:00-8:00pm.

Session 1964: “The University of Maryland, Robert H. Smith School of Business” will be held at the MAR in room Liberty Ballroom Salon A from 6:00pm-8:00pm.
Session 1965: “Journal of Professions and Organization (JPO) Award Ceremony, Meeting and Celebration” will be held at the LWS in room Penn from 6:00pm-9:00pm.

Session 1966: “Reception for IIM Bangalore alumni, faculty, prospective faculty and friends of IIMB” will be held at the MAR in room 404 from 6:30pm-10:30pm.

Session 1980: “SBEJ Editorial Board Member Meeting” will be held at the SHR in room Seminar Room C from 1:00pm-3:00pm.

Session 1981: “Journal of Management Inquiry Editorial Board Meeting” will be held at the MAR in room 410 from 1:00pm-3:00pm.

Session 1982: “8th Annual Private Ivey Business School PhD Student, Faculty and Alumni ’Meet and Greet’ Reception” will be held at the LWS in room Congress Room B from 5:30pm-7:30pm.

Session 1986: “JOM Editors and OSM Editorial Team Meeting” will be held at the MAR in room 301 from 1:00pm-3:00pm.

Session 1989: “Q&A with Elsevier convened by the Network of Leadership Scholars: Understanding Retractions and the Retraction Process” will be held at MAR in room 410 from 10:00am-11:30am.

Session 1998: “OB Social Media Committee Video Room” will be held at the MAR in room 403 from 8:00am-6:00pm.

Session 1999: “HCM Executive Committee Meeting” will be held at the PCC in room 102A from 3:30pm-5:00pm.

**Monday, August 4th**

Session 1967: “Reception hosted by the BI Norwegian Business School” will be held at the LWS in room Regency Ballroom C2 from 6:00pm-8:00pm.

Session 1968: “CJAS/ASAC Reception” will be held at the LWS in room Congress Room B from 6:30pm-8:00pm.

Session 1969: “Information & Organization Board Meeting” will be held at the SHR in room Salon 2 from 7:00am-8:00am.

Session 1970: “Emerald Networking Event” will be held at the SHR in Independence D from 7:00pm-9:00pm.

Session 1971: “Carnegie Mellon, Tepper School of Business Reception” will be held at the SHR in room Freedom G from 6:30pm-8:30pm.

Session 1984: “Duke Strategy Working Meeting” will be held at the SHR in room Salon 5 from 8:30am-10:30am.

Session 1985: “Sigma Iota Epsilon Annual Reception” will be held at the LWS in room Commonwealth A2 from 6:30pm-8:00pm.

Session 1996: “ODEA Meeting” will be held at the PCC in room 202A from 11:00am-3:00pm.

**III. CANCELLATIONS**

Session 69: “Using Words as Tokens of Appreciation” is cancelled.

Session 133: “The Seduction of Coopetition: The Speed and Acceleration of Technological Innovation” is cancelled.

Session 135: “Developing undergraduate students through meaningful academic research” is cancelled.


Session 297: “Strategic Plan for Community Outreach Through Online Distance Learning Courses” is cancelled.

Session 418: "Chemical Heritage Foundation: Touring the Foundations of American Business" is cancelled.

LWS = Loews Philadelphia Hotel  |  MAR = Philadelphia Marriott Downtown  |  OS = Offsite
PCC = Pennsylvania Convention Center  |  SHR = Sheraton Philadelphia Downtown Hotel
Session 433: “Values as an Integrative Mechanism” is cancelled.

Session 446: “Human Relations Editorial Board Business Meeting” is cancelled.

Session 757: “CEMS & GBSN Joint Social Networking Even” is cancelled.

Session 1972: Exhibit session “The Power of Digital Textbooks” is cancelled.

IV. PAPER WITHDRAWALS

**Sunday, August 3rd**

Paper session 576: Paper titled “Contingent Effects of Workforce Diversity on firm Performance” is withdrawn.

Paper session 578: Paper titled “Competition Policy and Financialization in the UK Brewing Industry” is withdrawn.

Paper session 582: Paper titled “Expanding the service process matrices for expert services” is withdrawn.

Paper session 616: Paper titled “Uncovering the Antecedents of the Internationalization of Social Ventures” is withdrawn.


Paper session 727: Paper titled “Acquisition Announcements and Stock Market Valuations of Acquiring Firms & Alliance Partners” is withdrawn.

Paper session 743: Paper titled “Operationalization in dynamic capabilities research: Review and recommendations for future research” is withdrawn.

**Monday, August 4th**

Paper session 841: Paper titled “Does Government’s International Acquisitions Help or Hurt Home Country Firms?” is withdrawn.


Paper session 939: Paper titled “A Study on Mentoring: A Relational Cultural Perspective” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1130: Paper titled “Authorized Peer Pressure and Mutual Accountability in Teams” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1041: Paper titled “Institutional Voids, Avoidance Response and Foreign Listing” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1150: Paper titled “The Development of a Multidisciplinary Model for Governing Projects” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1199: Paper titled “Do Strategic Alliances Create Value for Bond Investors?” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1266: Paper titled “The Impact of Remanufacturing on Total Inventory Cost and Order Variance” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1283: Paper titled “Sustained use of strategic tools: the perceived usefulness of stress testing” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1321: Paper titled “Early Efforts to Develop Absorptive Capacity and Their Performance Implications” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1349: Paper titled “Managing Personal and Organizational Spiritual Identities.” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1360: Paper titled “Emotional Intelligence and Team Performance: The Moderating Role of Cognitive Diversity” is withdrawn.

Tuesday, August 5th

Paper session 1442: Paper titled “Paralyzing or Activating? Market Shocks and their Effects on Interfirm Rivalry” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1506: Paper titled “Adversaries, Friends, then Foes: Insights on Shared Value Creation in Company-Stakeholder Engagement” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1647: Paper titled “Institutional Effect on Corporate Commitment to 'Socially' Responsible Behavior” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1718: Paper titled “Settling In: A Study of Factors Contributing to Network Development and Socialization of Newcomers” is withdrawn.

Symposium session 1731: Presentation titled “Co-crafting Jobs in Collaborative Work” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1751: Paper titled “Impacts of Inter-Organizational Collaboration on Nonprofit Human Resource Capacity” is withdrawn.


Paper session 1801: Paper titled “Socially responsible restructuring in an era of mass redundancy: myth or reality?” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1844: Paper titled “Feeding and Breaking the Escalation of Commitment” is withdrawn.

Paper session 1897: Paper titled “Antecedents of engagement at managerial levels: Do formal HR practices drive manager engagement?” is withdrawn.


V. PARTICIPANT ROLE CHANGES

Friday, August 1st
Session 70: “Exploring Innovative Ways of Teaching Strategy” facilitator Ellen Auster, York U., is replaced by Robert Phillip Wright, Hong Kong Polytechnic U. Organizer Russell Coff, U. of Wisconsin, Madison, is added.

Session 98: “Big Data, Business Intelligence and Data-driven HR Decision-making in Teaching and Research” presenter John Burke, Oracle Corporation, is replaced by Joseph H. Thomas, Oracle Corporation.

Session 110: “Researching Open Innovation: Theoretical and Empirical Approaches at Different Levels of Analysis” Annabelle Gawer, Imperial College London, is removed as Facilitator.

Session 152: “Technological Disruption: What Do We Know and What Are the Unanswered Questions?” presenter Ron Adner, Dartmouth College, is replaced by Andrew King, Dartmouth College.

Saturday, August 2nd


Session 315: “Does This Make Sense or Is It Nonsense? Translating Scholarship to Practice-Oriented Outlets” participant Robert C. Ford, U. of Central Florida, is added.

Session 342: “Social Ontology: Implications for Entrepreneurship Theory, Research and Practice” Barclay Burns, U. of Cambridge, is removed as presenter.

Session 394: “Impacting HR practice: How Academics Can Make a Difference in the “Real World” (Or Not)” panelist Anna Tavis, New York U., is replaced by Kathleen Ross, Healthy Companies International.

Session 395: “Family Office: Conceptions and Practices Around the Globe” Gary B. Kane, Chimera Strategies, is removed as speaker.

Session 410: “Can This Paper Be Saved? Dealing with Difficult Reviews (and Reviewers)” Emmanuelle Vaast, McGill U., is removed as panelist.


Session 493: “Practice Theme Committee Awards and Reception” Kathryn Goldman Schuyler, Alliant International U., Kuo Frank Yu, City U. of Hong Kong, are session chairs.

Session 562: “The Potential Power of Words to Achieve Congruence Between University Athletics & University Mission” Armen Keteyian, 60 Minutes Sports; CBS News, is removed as participant.
**Sunday, August 3rd**


Session 577: “Management Consulting in Action” **Rod Hagedorn**, BPI Consortium, is added as Discussant.

Session 589: “Creativity and the Design Process” **Thomas Mack**, EBS Business School, is removed as Session Chair.


Session 668: “Critical Perspectives on Authentic Leadership” **Ghislaine Caulat**, Ashridge, is removed as participant.

Session 679: “Examining Compensation Issues” Session Chair Nina Gupta, U. of Arkansas, is replaced by **Samantha A. Conroy**, U. of Arkansas.


---

**Monday, August 4th**


Session 843: “Frontiers of International Management: Language” **Rebecca Piekkari**, Aalto U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 845: “Global Leadership: Styles” **Mila B. Lazarova**, Simon Fraser U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 846: “Internationalization: Internationalization and performance” **Jane Lu**, U. of Melbourne, is added as Session Chair.

Session 848: “Frontiers of International Management: Douglas Nigh Award Session” **Alvaro Cuervo-Cazurra**, Northeastern U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 875: “Coordination and Knowledge Management in Virtual and Distributed Teams” Discussant Alexandre Barsi Lopes, Indiana U., is replaced by **Terri Griffith**, Santa Clara U.

Session 889: “Organizational Change: Determinants and Outcomes” Session Chair James P Gelatt, U. of Maryland/ U. College, is replaced by **Rachel Elizabeth Ashworth**, Cardiff U.


Session 925: “CEOs and Founders in Family Firms” **Luca Gnan**, Tor Vergata U., is removed as Discussant.

Session 929: “Motivations and Outcomes of Academic Entrepreneurship” Discussant Tor A Johannessen, Norwegian School of Economics, is replaced by Per L. Bylund, Baylor U.


Session 944: “Global Strategy: Subsidiary Management” Anthony Goerzen, Queen’s U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 945: “Global Leadership: IM Division Best Paper in OB/HRM/OT Session” Allan Bird, Northeastern U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 946: “Internationalization: Determinants” Aya S. Chacar, Florida International U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 947: “Emerging Market Firms: Management” Ravi Ramamurti, Northeastern U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 948: “Global Governance: External Influences” Robert Grosse, George Mason U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 961: “Environment And Safety Issues In Operations Management” Session Chair Wendy L Tate, U. of Tennessee, is replaced by Mark Pagell, U. College Dublin.

Session 976: “Design of Public Organizations“ Session Chair Jessica Terman, George Mason U. is replaced by Amy E. Smith, U. of Massachusetts Boston.

Session 1018: “Advancing Conceptual Models of Family Firms” Aaron Francis McKenny, U. of Central Florida is removed as Discussant.

Session 1020: “International Opportunities and the Liability of Foreignness in Entrepreneurial Ventures” Session Chair J Peter Murmann, U. of New South Wales, is replaced by Salih Zeki Ozdemir, U. of New South Wales.

Session 1038: “The HR function and HR professionals” Session Chair Michael A. McDaniel, Virginia Commonwealth U., is replaced by Mary E. Graham, Syracuse U.

Session 1041: “Global Governance: International Finance” Paul M Vaaler, U. of Minnesota, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1044: “Emerging Market Firms: Capability Upgrading” Session Chair Wenjie Chen, George Washington U., is replaced by Sumit Kumar Kundu, Florida International U.

Session 1071: “The Effects of Legitimacy: Four Empirical Investigations” W. L. Dougan, U. of Wisconsin, Whitewater, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1109: “The HRM Process Approach: A Global Project” Gad Ravid, Netanya Academic College, is added as participant.

Session 1147: “Development and Use of Mobile Technologies” Discussant Nilesh Saraf, Simon Fraser U., is replaced by Paul M. Leonardi, Northwestern U.

Session 1148: “How People Choose and Use Social Media” Discussant Shuk Wong, TUI U., is replaced by Eric C. Larson, U. of Illinois.

Session 1149: “Strategies for Promoting Innovation and Creativity” Discussant Bart van den Hooff, VU U. Amsterdam, is replaced by Maria Christina Binz-Scharf, City U. of New York, City College.

Session 1152: “Discourse, Language and Change” Session Chair Kate Isaacs, MIT Sloan, is replaced by Julie Smendzuik-O’Brien, Fielding Graduate U.

Session 1200: “Business Models, Entrepreneurship and Corporate Venturing” Gabriel Berchez, Case Western U., is added as Session Chair.
Session 1214: “Advancing Conceptual Models of Entrepreneurial Decision Making” Session Chair Rakesh Kumar Pati, Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode, is replaced by Nandakumar Mankavil Kovil Veettil, Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode.


Session 1227: “Global Social Responsibility: Corruption” Lorraine Eden, Texas A&M U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1229: “Internationalization: Inward Foreign Direct Investment Determinants” Session Chair Valentina Marano, Northeastern U., is replaced by Jing Yu (Gracy) Yang, The U. of Sydney.

Session 1230: “Emerging Market Firms: Innovation” Preet S Aulakh, York U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1231: “Global Governance: Owners” Sergio Giovanetti Lazzarini, Inper Institute of Education and Research, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1233: “MC Distinguished Speaker Kenneth Gergen” Distinguished Speaker is Kenneth Gergen, Swarthmore College.

Session 1261: “Making Meaning through Language” Discussant Edward C. Brewer, Appalachian State U., is replaced by Clive Muir, Stephen F. Austin State U.


Session 1322: “Ethnic and Immigrant Entrepreneurship Around the World” Joseph A LiPuma, EM Lyon, is removed as Discussant.

Session 1333: “Global Strategy: Multinational Management” Farok J. Contractor, Rutgers U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1376: “Category Creation and Change: New Perspectives” Israel Fortin, HEC Montreal, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1389: “Crowdsourcing Innovations” Session Chair Nikolaus Franke, WU Vienna, is replaced by Philipp Tuertscher, VU U. Amsterdam.

**Tuesday, August 5th**

Session 1463: “Innovation in Family Firms” Discussant Alfredo De Massis, Lancaster U., is replaced by Josip Kotlar, Lancaster U.

Session 1464: “Financing Social Entrepreneurship” Session Chair Chris Welter, Georgia Southern U., is replaced by Michael Conger, U. of Colorado, Boulder.

Session 1465: “International and Cross-border IPOs” Zhijian Xu, Nanjing U., is removed as Discussant.


Session 1486: “Global Strategy: Global Value Chains” Session Chair Pavida Pananond, Thammasat U., is replaced by Arie Y. Lewin, Duke U.
Session 1487: “Internationalization: Outward Foreign Direct Investment Determinants” Helena Barnard, GIBS / U. of Pretoria, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1488: “Global Leadership: Expatriate Analysis” Chris Earley, Purdue U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1489: “Institutions: Institutional Differences” Canan Canbulat Mutlu, U. of Texas, Dallas, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1490: “Culture: Concepts” David C. Thomas, U. of New South Wales, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1491: “Global Innovation: Knowledge Creation” Nandini Lahir, Temple U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1525: “Boards and Top Management Teams: The Impact of Diversity” Wen Feng, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1543: “On the Move: Mobility, Collaboration, and Scientific Performance” Linus Dahlander, ESMT European School of Management and Technology, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1557: “Performance Feedback, Aspirations and Experiential Learning” Session Chair Philip Bromiley, U. of California, Irvine, is replaced by Emanuele Luca Maria Bettinazzi, Bocconi U.

Session 1561: “The Aggregate Level for Strategy Research: Industries, Ecosystems or Architectures?” Participant Ron Adner, Dartmouth College, is replaced by Annabelle Gawer, Imperial College London.

Session 1574: “Cognitive Issues in Entrepreneurial Teams” Cyrine Ben-Hafaiedh, Groupe ESC Troyes, is removed as Discussant.


Session 1576: “Seed Funding and Venture Capital in Different Industrial and Geographical Contexts” Session Chair Martina Pasquini, U. of Southampton, is replaced by Elisa Alvarez-Garrido, Georgia State U.

Session 1578: “Creating & Growing Entrepreneurial Ecosystems” Shaker A. Zahra, U. of Minnesota, is removed as panelist.

Session 1593: “Internationalization: Entry Mode Selection” William Newburry, Florida International U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1594: “Global Leadership: Expatriate Management” Mary B Teagarden, Thunderbird, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1595: “Institutions: Institutional Distance” Murali D.R. Chari, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1597: “Global Innovation: Knowledge Management” Helena Barnard, GIBS / U. of Pretoria, is added as Session Chair.


Session 1641: “Collaboration and Complexity” Session Chair Emanuele Vendramini, Catholic U. / SDA Bocconi, is replaced by Jennifer Madden, Case Western Reserve U.

Session 1657: “Succession” Session Chair Raul Barroso, HEC Paris, is replaced by Timothy Quigley, U. of Georgia.

Session 1663: “Middle Management Practices and the Strategy Process” Session Chair Barbara Aquilani, U. degli Studi della Tuscia, is replaced by Nufer Yasin Ates, Tilburg U.

Session 1664: “Dynamics in Corporate Governance” Alexander Alexiev, VU Amsterdam, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1674: “Entrepreneurial Orientation: Conceptual and Empirical Advances” Sheryllynn Roberts, is removed as Discussant.

Session 1676: “Social Entrepreneurship as a Career” Tamaki Onishi, U. of North Carolina, Greensboro, is removed as Discussant.
Session 1679: “Business Models and Strategies in Family Firms” Tommaso Minola, U. of Bergamo, is removed as Discussant.


Session 1696: “Global Strategy: Legitimacy” Tatiana Kostova, U. of South Carolina, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1698: “Global Leadership: Expatriate Success” Benjamin Bader, U. of Hamburg, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1699: “Institutions: Institutional Challenges” Miguel A. Ramos, U. of Texas at El Paso, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1700: “Culture: Measurement of Culture” Mary B Teagarden, Thunderbird, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1701: “Global Innovation: Knowledge Protection” Kazuhiro Asakawa, Keio U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1702: “Management Consulting Services and Professional Service Firms” Philip N. Brown, Six Points Consulting, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1707: “Cognition Under Uncertainty: Macro Contexts” Session Chair Ann E J Kobs-Abbott, Benedictine U., is replaced by Robert Phillip Wright, Hong Kong Polytechnic U.

Session 1713: “The More We Get Together: Examining Success, Responsibility, and Turnover in Work Groups” Session Chair Jeroen de Jong, Tilberg U., is replaced by Esther Sackett, Duke U.


Session 1743: “Innovation and the Top Management Team” Cigdem Kaya, Istanbul Arel U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1745: “Scanning and Search: New Evidence” Jenny Gibb, U. of Waikato, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1754: “The Power of Words in Strategizing Activities” Session Chair Charlotte Cloutier, HEC Montreal, is replaced by Winston Kwon, Lancaster U.

Session 1783: “Virtues of Decision Making in Entrepreneurial Ventures” Session Chair Mikolaj Norek, Stockholm School of Economics, is replaced by Karl Wennberg, Stockholm School of Economics.

Session 1786: “Entrepreneurial Networks and Institutions” Discussant Erno T. Tornikoski, Grenoble Ecole de Management, is replaced by Kim Klyver, U. of Southern Denmark.

Session 1789: “Supporting Start-up and Firm Entry: Financial and Knowledge Resources” Jean Louis Pare, Novancia Business School, is removed as Discussant.

Session 1790: “Advancing Entrepreneurship Theory and Scholarship” David Bryant, Sampson Community College, is removed as Discussant.

Session 1804: “Global Strategy: Liability of Foreignness” Sri Zaheer, U. of Minnesotais added as Session Chair.

Session 1807: “Institutions: Institutional Crises” Li Dai, Loyola Marymount U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1808: “Global Innovation: Knowledge Transfer” Elisa Alvarez-Garrido, Georgia State U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1837: “Small Firms, Organizational Structure, and Information Technology Use” Discussant Karlene Cousins, Florida International U., is replaced by Claire A. Simmers, Saint Joseph's U.
Session 1843: “Focusing on the Top: Four Perspectives on the CEO” Naem Ashraf, Lahore U. of Management Sciences, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1882: “Resilience in Entrepreneurial Action” Discussant Martin Obschonka, U. of Jena, is replaced by Shoko Kato, Rutgers U.

Session 1883: “Process Approaches to Entrepreneurial Innovation and Opportunity Recognition” Geetika Sethi, U. of Washington, is removed as Discussant.

Session 1898: “Focusing on legal issues in HR” Session Chair Mark Yockey, U. of South Dakota, is replaced by Steve Werner, U. of Houston.

Session 1900: “Global Strategy: Embeddedness” Yves Doz, INSEAD, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1902: “Institutions: Institutions and Firm Behavior” Raveendra Chittoor, Indian School of Business, is added as Session Chair.

Session 1915: “Crossing the Cultures: Behaviors, Attitudes, and Values” Session Chair Kanu Priya, Western Illinois U., Quad Cities, is replaced by Julita A. Haber, City U. of New York.

Session 1936: “The Dynamics of Markets: Four Perspectives” Na-Eun Cho, Clarkson U., is added as Session Chair.

Session 1938: “Learning and Knowledge Transfer in Organizations” A. D. Amar, Seton Hall U., is added as Session Chair.

VI. OTHER CHANGES

Saturday, August 2nd
Session 493: “Practice Theme Committee Awards and Reception”
  Macquarie Graduate School of Management added as a sponsor.

Sunday, August 3rd
Session 763: Title changed from “Booz&Co./Strategy+Business Eminent Scholar in International Management Award Presentation” to “Strategy& Eminent Scholar in International Management Award Presentation”.

Monday, August 4th
Session 803: “Community of Academy Senior Scholars (CASS)”
  Additional information regarding the session is updated to the following:
  Continental Breakfast followed by special workshop presentation – “CASS Retirement Decision-Making Workshop”
  Although many AOM members have reached or are nearing retirement age, most intend to put off retirement to some unspecified date. Research shows that:
  a) most retirees said they had not adequately planned in advance, and
  b) most working academics over 50 have given retirement little or no thought.
  Retirement, regardless what event may trigger the decision, can be a happily-ever-after event, or it can be a wrenching adjustment regardless of wealth and income. Join us at the CASS breakfast August 4th at 8AM, and stay for a free 90-minute workshop exploring retirement decision-making facilitated by Tom Hilton and Lois Tetrick, supported by several CASS members. Spouses and significant others are encouraged to join us. RSVP to:
  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2014_CASS_RSVP

Session 1967: Title changed from “Reception hosted by the Norwegian School of Management BI” to “Reception hosted by the BI Norwegian Business School”.

Tuesday, August 5th
  Paper titled changed from “A practice lens of the service relationship and of “leaving a service relationship” to “Theorising Service User Transitions through a relational practice perspective: Ending a service relationship and engaging in another, seamlessly”.

LWS = Loews Philadelphia Hotel  |  MAR = Philadelphia Marriott Downtown  |  OS = Offsite
PCC = Pennsylvania Convention Center  |  SHR = Sheraton Philadelphia Downtown Hotel

Names, Contacts, and Affiliations
The name of Daikuke Sugihara is corrected to Daisuke Sugihara.

The affiliation of Luc Bres is now Laval U.

The affiliation of Nabila Boukef Charki is now ESDES Management School / U. of Paris Dauphine.

The affiliation of Yu-Wei Hsu is now The U. of Hong Kong.

The email of Charles Greer, Texas Christian U., is updated to c.greer@tcu.edu.

The email for Kandarp Mehta, IESE Business School, is updated to Kmehta@iese.edu.

The email for Michael Ryall, U. of Toronto, is updated to mdr@mikeryall.com.